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     erek Lewis Ltd is a road construction 
    company with more than four decades 
of experience in the field.  During those 
years, we have worked to forge strong 
relationships with our clients, resulting 
in a large quantity of repeat business, as 
wwell as invitations to tender for large-
scale projects throughout the country.

D
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“Our future growth relies on 
competitiveness and innovation”

We place a firm emphasis  on quality 
alongside health and safety, and hold 
the accreditations to enforce this 
commitment.  We also invest largely 
in training and development, as we believe such programmes are essential to a sustainable 
business plan, facilitating the progression, as well as the retention, of the skilled employees that 
assist us in maintaining our high standard of work.

Our experts are available to provide specialist advice at all stages of our contracts.  Our clientele
is widely diverse, and we understand that not everyone hails from a construction background.  
Whether you’re an experienced client, or undertaking your first project, we’ll make sure you get 
the right level of support and guidance from all our staff.

Our Business...
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Supercolour Asphalt



Employing colour is an effective way to 

achieve the look you want for your premises.  

Whether to highlight a specific area, or just 

to create that strong first impression, the 

right colour can be the perfect added 

ingredient to the asphalt used in your project. 

In tIn the instance of buff, we see a fantastic 

compliment to a driveway feature for a 

business, or private premises. 

Colour your world
 If the works involve a car park, bus lane, or 

business park, you may want to consider red 

for its unparalleled visual clarity.  Colour adds 

to possibility, and our representatives are 

more than happy to discuss your needs, with 

a view to bringing  out the full potential 

of of your project.
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Replacing short term fixes...

...with a permanent solution



S3  -  Amenities Leisure and sport

Multi-use
LEISURE COURTS
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Creative Parking 
Solutions
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CommercialS4  -  Car parks and driveways

Car parks have long been an 
established specialty of Derek 
Lewis and the results show 
clearly in our work.  
We understand what an asset 
a car park can be to a business; 
often it is the first interaction often it is the first interaction 
a visitor has with the premises. 
It also helps to front the organisation 
from a visual perspective. 
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We offer a complete package 
for your car park needs, 
including surveying, planning, 
traffic management, planing, 
resurfacing and line marking.
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Adding VALUE to your
Business...
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Private

Easy to enhance the look and value of your home ...

Services include:
• Colour Selection
• Hard Landscaping
• Edging
• Kerbing
• Minor Drainage Installation
• Block Paving
                                Concrete
                Permeable
                Natural

An attractive and durable driveway can not 
only enhance your home, it can also add 
value, making it a highly sustainable invest-
ment. We have a long and reputable history 
of working on private driveways, and have 
developed a wide selection of services to 
hhelp draw out the vast potential of your 
property, regardless of size.  With only a 
phone call, our experts will come to visit you 
and help assess your personal requirements, 
offering advice and guidance as you require 
for complete satisfaction.



Retail

The Wheatley Retail Park which opened in 1990 is situated on the A6030 Wheatley Hall 
Road Doncaster an has some of the leading high street names in the retail sector including 
Boots, Next, Marks and Spencer and Asda.  

Derek Lewis was initially responsible for Phase 1 eastern end of the car park, which 
involved surfacing an area covering 9189m². Following the building of a strong relationship 
with the clients however, we were later able to tender for the whole project.   

The regeneration works required:

Planing off the top 40mm of tarmac, 1000 tonnes of material, overlaying the existing car park 
and relaying the finished surface in a 10mm close graded surface course.

We were also required to build up various areas of the formation level via regulating and 
constructing 60mm deep binder course sections prior to laying the final surface course. 
This was due to re-designed car park levels and the existing sub structure being of a poor 
quality. These works were essential to ensure a suitable foundation for the final surfacing 
to guarantee a quality finish which will stand the test of time. Following our successful 
tendering of the project we followed this up by moving straight into Phase 2, which 
rrounded up in late October 2015 as per schedule.  

Wheatley Retail Park
Case study
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    s concerns over sustainability continue to grow in the 
     world, so too does pressure to move towards more 
sustainable material sources.  This creates the need for 
extra consideration from contractors when sourcing their 
aggregates.

As long-standing applicators of recycled aggregates, 
DeDerek Lewis has been well-placed to note the upward 
trend in clients selecting these as a quarried alternative.  
Most often, this will take the form of road planings, also 
referred to as scrapings, or scalpings.  

An environmentally-friendly option, road planings deliver 
a host of benefits including less groundwork preparation, 
zero curing time, as well as the advantage of being 
pepermeable.  They also require less maintenance than a 
quarried aggregate, which underlines their other quality 
of being more cost-effective.

The process is also strikingly simple, comprised of only 
three steps.  We begin by levelling the existing area in 
preparation for the second stage, the laying of the 
planings themselves.  We then finish the works with the 
use of a suruse of a surfacing roller.

This process worked particularly well for one of our 
clients in Stainforth, who was able to resurface their 
entire premises for a very affordable price and with 
minimal disruption to their business.  These works 
were typical of road planing application, and utilised 
the three-step process described above.

www.dereklewis.co.uk Road Surfacing

Click here to watch our video

A
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Highways



Our extensive highways experience helps 
make up the core of our specialist services 
and incorporates all stages of the process 
from planning to inception.  This includes 
roads both public and private.

Our expertise allows us to carry out routine maintenance, 
new carriageway construction, Section 278 works and 
more.   

These works have served a number of initiatives including 
congestion reduction, motorway safety enhancement, 
and ease of access.

Aside from our comprehensive 
planned highway maintenance 
service, we also provide reactive 
works all year round, including 
the congested winter months.  

This flexibility is owed to the 
majority of our plant machinery majority of our plant machinery 
being owned by us, and serviced 
and maintained ‘in house’.
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IportDONCASTER
STRATEGIC RAIL FREIGHT INTERCHANGE
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      he Braithwell housing estate was Duchy Homes’ latest project, a plot containing 
    14 new houses, designed to add to the already-picturesque village, known for its 
traditional stone properties and charming narrow streets. 

Our role was to provide planing and surfacing works at our client’s request as they 
developed the housing estate across the year.  For this we laid binder and surface 
course over the carriageways and footpaths, for a total tonnage of 455T.  
This This accumulating over eight visits.

T
Braithwell housing project

Section 278 works



      oncaster’s A19 St George’s Bridge allows 44,000 vehicles 
      a day to cross the East Coast Main Line, the River Don
and the Don Navigation Canal, into and out of the town. Locally,
it is a very important structure. This summer it is having its
movement joints replaced and the local authority – Doncaster
Council (DMBC) – opted also to dramatically change the bridge
deckdeck’s surfacing. A decision was taken to move well away from 
the previous porous asphalt and go instead for a dense binder 
layer topped by a special thin surfacing that displays both 
enhanced durability and high resistance to skidding. The surfacing
chosen, Steelflow, contains a very hard aggregate. The clue is 
in the name.
“Steelflow is a mixture of 6mm steel slag aggregate and a
tough but very flexible polymer modifed bindetough but very flexible polymer modifed binder. The aggregate
is slightly alkaline, the binder slightly acidic, an affnity for each 
other that helps produce an outstanding asphalt,” says
the asphalt producer Steelphalt’s commercial manager Dean
Raynor.

D
St Georges bridge - Doncaster
CASE STUDY

Steelphalt receives and processes steel slag from a number 
of steelworks, turning the material into a durable aggregate 
equivalent to stone with a PSV of 63. “We’ve put a lot of work 
into developing our own proprietary asphalt products over 
time and Steelflow – with its sustainability credentials and 
high value – is gaining a good reputation here in South Yorkshire.”
St GeoSt George’s Bridge represents the frst use of Steelflow on a
major elevated structure. The UK’s leading bitumen supplier
Nynas assisted Steelphalt with the design of its product and
confirms the suitability of the selected bitumen Nypol S89 for
use in bridge surfacing. “Nypol S89 is one of our highest selling
polymer modifed binders: it’s characteristics suit an awful lot
of mixtures and applications,” says Nynas asphalt engineering
support consultant Jukka Laitinen.support consultant Jukka Laitinen.
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Road Surfacing
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“Steelflow – with
its sustainability
credentials and high
value – is gaining a
good reputation here
in South Yorkshire.”

DDean Raynor,
Steelphalt

“The binder is engineered to
provide (especially in a mixture
such as Steelflow) enhanced
flexibility as well as extra
resilience. Long viaducts by their nature can be a little ‘lively’, that is, they move up and down under 
load. This can challenge conventional asphalts. That said, Steelflow is an exceptionally competent 
pproduct and I’d say an ideal choice for St George’s Bridge.”

Another factor behind the decision to specify Steelflow surfacing for the structure was undoubtedly 
the generally positive report from transport research consultancy TRL following its investigation of
the use of various materials developed by Steelphalt. TRL’s assessment included visual inspections 
of in-service sites, skid resistance surveys using SCRIM and laboratory testing. The in-service sites
assessed were in Rotherham (laid 2011), Flouch and Dodworth (both laid 2013). “Visual inspections 
last year found the materials to be in good or excellent condition,” says TRL senior researcher in 
technology development, Stuart McRobbie. “Speaking specifcally about 6mm Steelflotechnology development, Stuart McRobbie. “Speaking specifcally about 6mm Steelflow, SCRIM 
surveys showed that the skid resistance demonstrated by the material was higher, by a signifcant
margin, than the Investigatory Level (as per the Design Manual for Roads & Bridges) for any of
the site categories on which it was laid.” The dual carriageway St George’s Bridge was built by
Amec and opened in 2001. All of 620m long, the 15 span structure climbs to a maximum height of 
10.3m above ground level. A composite concrete deck sits on permanent precast concrete formwork 
laid longitudinally between steel cross girders; which in turn gain support from twin longitudinal steel
main girders spanning between reinforced concrete columns founded on piles. Substantial Italian 
made FIP RAN-P 400 movement joints were originally specifed at both ends of the bridge’s deck. 
These appear to have been badly aThese appear to have been badly affected by the gradual deterioration in performance of the deck’s
original porous asphalt surfacing, in terms of this facilitating surface water drainage. Water remained 
on the surface and pooled at the joints, corroding these, instead of passing through the asphalt and 
reaching drainage channels. 

www.dereklewis.co.uk Road Surfacing



New Freyssinet CIPEC WP350 Finger Joints are to replace 
the FIP ones; and DMBC is hoping for a design life of at least 
25 years. Existing kerb drainage units are also being changed 
for Envirodeck units to provide both surface and subsurface 
drainage, according to engineers in DMBC’s bridges section. 
As mentioned, conventional asphalt plus the Steelflow thin 
surfacing will take the place of posurfacing will take the place of porous asphalt. DMBC has 
scheduled the work to be carried out in three phases, phase 
one involving accommodation works to St George’s Bridge 
and local roads; phase two the resurfacing (undertaken in 
June); phase three the bridge joint replacement, to take place 
over 10 weeks starting 28 June.

The £500,000 contract to remove the porous asphalt and
rresurface the bridge deck was won by local road surfacing 
and civil engineering company Derek Lewis. “We’re a medium  
sized firm moving upwards with the market and chasing 
evolving technology,” states managing director Tom Lewis. 
“So we are very happy to have won this particular contract. 
It amounts to around 15,000m2 of asphalt in all, all of it laid 
at night to suit traffic management and maintaining traffic 
flows.”flows.”
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St Georges bridge - Cont...

Traffic management has been
based throughout the summer
on two lanes of St George’s Bridge,
always being available for in
or out of town bound vehicles;
with the nearby old North Bridge
carrying vehicles travelling in thecarrying vehicles travelling in the
opposite direction.
Resurfacing of St George’s
Bridge’s carriageways has
involved 50mm of conventional
binder course and 20mm of
Steelflow. This is 5mm or so
thicker than Steelflow wasthicker than Steelflow was
originally designed to be laid. An
early selling point of the material
was that it could be put down
really thin at 15mm to restore a
carriageway’s impermeability,
ride quality and resistance to
skidding while still pskidding while still providing
exceptional durability and
longevity – at least cost.
This dates back several years to
when Rotherham Metropolitan
Borough Council (RMBC) asked
Steelphalt for an asphalt of
high performance but minimalhigh performance but minimal
thickness – RMBC was after a
substantially greater area of
surfacing for its spend on a
particular volume of asphalt.
That is, more bangs for its buck.
Steelflow with 6mm steel slag
aggaggregate and Nynas Nypol S89
was the result.
Back to St George’s Bridge,
where Tom Lewis has good
things to say about the asphalt.
“Steelflow requires care in laying
but the effort pays off,” he says.
“Once finished and “Once finished and rolled, the job
looks really great. The Steelflow is
very binder rich and seems like a
really durable material.”
Last words go to DCBC’s director
of regeneration and Environment
Peter Dale. “We recognise that
St GeoSt George’s Bridge is the main
northern gateway in and out
of Doncaster town centre and
that’s why we are undertaking 
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a comprehensive carriageway improvement 
programme to coincide with the now needed
replacement of the bridge joints. “We ask that 
motorists bear with us during these vital works.

Once complete this key part of our road network 
will provide an enhanced travel experience for 
rroad users, will be future proofed and resilient….
(to) cope with future emergency incidents as well 
as Doncaster’s predicted growth….free form 
maintenance for many years to come.”



Always working with the community

    s long time members of our community we have a vested interest in its 
     wellbeing and its future.  We make it a priority to support our economy 
by sourcing regional suppliers, as well as recruiting local talent for our 
workforce.

We are largely involved in local construction projects, teaming up with 
major contractors to deliver works on schemes such as St. George’s Bridge, 
YYorkshire Wildlife Park, the A635 Doncaster Road, and the ongoing iPort 
Logistics Park.  

We also tender as principal contractors for numerous local councils as a 
registered member of their supply chains. This has seen us secure contracts 
for several major highway maintenance schemes such as the Barnsley 
Council Resurfacing Programme, which saw us deliver the resurfacing of 
the town’s principal road network. 

AAside from our works, we have also contributed to community groups and 
local sports teams.  Over the years, we have been proud sponsors of 
Doncaster Rovers Football Club, Doncaster Castle Knights, Doncaster 
Cricket Club and Bentley Juniors Football Club.

After more than four decades, our commitment to our community remains 
steadfast and we continue to take the opportunity to meet with 
representatives from other local businesses at various initiatives, including 
tthe Meet the Buyer event run by Doncaster Business.  It is through the 
forging of such relationships that we look to continue the development 
of the region, creating a community that its residents can be proud of.
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We offer our services to most of the
from our business location in Doncaster

Office hoursMon - Fri
08:00 - 16:30

Click here for more
information



Derek Lewis Ltd 2017. Registered address: Millfield Industrial Estate, Bentley, Doncaster, DN5 0SJ

Tel: 01302 875078

Email: info@dereklewis.co.uk

Click here to visit our new website

On the road to Sustainability


